Jotwell is an online, blog-style law review that publishes reviews of the most interesting and relevant law journal articles. Reviews are short—typically 500-1000 words—and easy to read, even if you don’t (yet) specialize in any particular legal field. Jotwell’s reviewers and 300+ Contributing Editors are leading professors and professionals from around the world. Jotwell’s Editor-in-Chief is A. Michael Froomkin, Laurie Silvers & Mitchell Rubenstein Distinguished Professor of Law at the University of Miami.

**WHY SHOULD LAW STUDENTS READ JOTWELL?**

- **Keep up-to-date** on the most pressing issues in law (and beyond)
- **Reviews are written to appeal** to people who are not yet legal experts
- **Reviews take only minutes to read**, but give you a taste of articles and books that might inspire further reading
- **Learn about a wide range of topics**, including mandatory 1L classes such as Torts, Criminal Law, and Property
- **Expand your thinking**
- **Get inside of your professors’ minds** and get useful ideas to enrich your own writing

**TOPICS**

- Administrative Law
- Constitutional Law
- Contracts
- Corporate Law
- Courts Law
- Criminal Law
- Elder Law
- Election Law
- Energy Law
- Environmental Law
- Equality
- Family Law
- Health Law
- Immigration Law
- Intellectual Property
- International & Comparative Law
- International Arbitration
- Jurisprudence
- Legal History
- Legal Profession
- Librarianship & Legal Technology
- Native Peoples Law
- Poverty Law
- Property
- Remedies
- Tax Law
- Technology Law
- Torts
- Trusts & Estates
- Work Law

**QUESTIONS?**

Contact editor@jotwell.com

Full-text feed: [http://feeds.feedburner.com/Jotwell](http://feeds.feedburner.com/Jotwell)